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01h SUPER TITLE
"SOULS IN THE SUN"

NARRATOR

A violent wind has Just disturbed the ground

and coated the village roofs with a layer of

dust.  The April sun bears down on this

community of farmers, herdsmen and fishermen°

The pounding of millet beats out the rhythm

of village life.  We are in West Africa.  The

land is flat here.  The rainy season lasts only

three months.  The dry season begins in October

and ends in June.  70 per cent of the population

lives off the land.  A relentless heat hangs

over the village.  Animals compete with man for

the scant shade provided by half-bare trees.

O39 WOMEN DOING DAILY CHORES Women, condemned to hard labor... They must

do all the domestic chores and, when the rains

come, work in the fields as well.

052 MEN WITH HORSE-DRAWN CART The women work hard all year long, but the

men have little to occupy them during the dry

season.  On the move in an endless search for

water and food, cattle owners have seen their

herds decimated by the drought.  Poverty has

driven other farmers from their fields.  They
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have left %he village for the city, hoping

to improve their lot.

They livein slums, lacking any occupational

skills.  They wander aimlessly through the city,

which is growing faster than Jobs can be created.

A day in the life of a village -- a village of

huts a few kilomÿs from the capital.  Here,

life is grim.

103 WOMAN CARRYING WATER
CONTAINER

SALY ON CAMERAo8}ÿ

Saly, a married woman of ÿ7, speaks :

(VOICE OVER) (INTERPRETATION)

"I'm had eight children."
"My first twins -- one died."
"My second twins -- both died."
"My third twins -- one died."

"Only four of my children are still alive.

NARRATOR

Thousand-year old baobabs stand watch like

sentinels from a long forgotten war,  What

kind of war could there be in such a peaceful

setting, where no sounds of combat are heard?

The watching baobab replies:

-- the war between man and an exhausted laud.

A sleeping land that gives no nourishment to

its people.

-- the war fought by women who bitterly realize

the agonizing gap between the hard work they do
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and the fruits of their labor.

-- the war upon children stricken by disease

and unable to protest°

128 WOMAN  WALKING  WITH  CHILD Every week more than 300 mothers and 700

children come fram the surrounding villages

to the single dispensary.  Some families walk

15 or 25 kilomet res to find treatment for their

children.

137 WOMEN IN CLINIC Two new mothers°°°

(VOICE OVERL! INTE RETATIONI

--"My labour pains lasted a whole day sad a

night ."

-J'I did all my chores for the day and the birth

went very fast."

NARRATOR

Outside, inside, everywhere --parents and

children, the sick and the infirm, wait their

turn.
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lhh

INTERVIEW

DOCTOR AND PATIENT ....  "What's the matter with him?"

--ÿHis skin is hot and he's vomiting."

--"Take him back and wait there."

--"Put him down ..."

"What's his name?"

--"Jean-Baptiste"

--"Lift up his shirt, w,

--"Where does she live?"

--"She came here yesterday all the way from

Guinea."

--"Turn him over°.."

"Don't cry, I won't hurt you...

"What's wrong with him?"

--'tHis belly is hard."

DOCTOR AND PATIENT

NARRATOR

Children with inadequate diets -- children who

don't get enough calories.

volcE ovER)  I E R ATIO )

--"what's the matter with him?"

--"It started the day before yesterday."

"He doesn't eatÿ he won't swallow aÿything."

oo®
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NARRATOR

Anemia, whooping cough, illnesses due to early

weaning, others caused by poor hygiene, intestinal

parasites, schistosomiasis°.° these are common

complaints°  After trying the faith healer and

the witch doctor these women come to the

dispensary.

2o4 MOTHER AND CHILD Women are little more than breeders here,

isolated within their family unit, ignorant

about the rest of the world.

(VOICE O RUlnE  ATION)

--"My life has been nothing but tragedy."

"Three daughters dead."

"Four sons dead."

"All those childbirths for nothing."

215
DIFFERENT
MOTHER AND CHILD --"What's the child's name?"

--"Waly."

--"How old is he?"

m_vVWwo.'v

-m"Where does he hurt?"

--"In the head and the stomach,v'

221 CE!LDON MÿR'S --"I've had seven children..."

-"Two are gone."

--"ÿere they sickÿÿ

®oo
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--"God took them back°.. '1

--"I brought one of them here."

--"What was wrong with him?v'

--"I don't know what was wrong... I Just

don't know. 'ÿ

235

273

VILLAGE SCENE25ÿ

WOMAN MIXING MEAL

"I'm 20 years old, We've had four children.

Three are livingÿ the one who died was born

in the seventh month°  I nursed him until he

was a year old, then veaned him.  He died

right after that.  That's why I won't stop

nursing my baby -- even though he's a year

and a half now."

NARRATOR

Yay Fatou comes home from the wells.  She

knows that life should have some meaning.

She keeps hoping for a better tomorrow.

volcE L I ERP a ATIO  [

"Today I'Ye gone to so many veils without

finding water°  They're all dry."

/ÿee
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"I try to tell people, if we could only have

new wells for water, and mills to grind our

millet, we could take better care of our

children and send them to school."

"Hush, little one.  Your mother's weary, and

you're tired too.  Try to nurse even though

I'm sure my breasts are empty.  This morning

I went looking for water instead of eating.

What good is it to eat if there's no water to

wash down the food."

296 VILLAGE COMPOUND SCENE NARRATOR

A man, his two wives, their children.

grow vegetables.

They

IVOICE OV L!In  ATION)

"This little plot is mine.  Iem a farmer.

Times are hard and I have wives and children

to take care of.  If I don't work at all during

the dry season, that won't do.  I made the

effort to start this field.  I dug a well,

rigged a pulley, and my family and I work.

Better that than wandering around the city.

The place is small because I don't have money.

If someone could help get us a water pump this

plot would be bigger.'I

e®.
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328 HOLE IN GROUND NARRATOR

This well will collapse in three months.

That's why they need a deep well with a cover.

But a deep well costs a thousand francs.  All

day long the villagers toil in the oppressive

heat°  They don't stop until late afternoon

when the sun is beginning to set.  When the

muezzin calls out for the morning prayer,

the wife rises.  She has only her two hands

to do her daily tasks.

363 RIVER SCENE AND WOMAN
WORKING NEARBY

At lov tide she gathers sea snails under the

mangrove trees for the family meal.  In 1960

the first African colonies won their independence.

After more than 20 years the economies of most

African nations are still tied to a single crop.

This monoeulture, strongly encouraged by the

colonial powers from the early 19th century on,

has spread widely and changed both land use

patterns and the economic life of rural

populations.  Cacao and peanuts are harvested

only once a year.

The imposed cultivation of a single cash crop,

for export to earn foreign currency, has replaced

the cultivation of cassava, maize, yams and other

staples, in some places causing food shortages.



Africa has shifted from a subsistence economy

to an economy of trade.  The bush has been

cleared and the trees have been cut dowao

hlO WOMAN AND CHILDREN
WALKING  IN  VILLAGE

African countries have to keep producing more,

selling at absurdly low prices.  And then when

they haÿe to import a little rice or wheat

they must pay very high rates.

In the case of peanuts the profit made by the

western countries is higher than the price

paid to the farmers°  And today the peanut

must compete unprotected, on the international

market, with European colza, American soybeans

and Soviet sunflowers.

Fragile new economic systems are battered by

competition from the developed countries, a

terrible handicap for Africa because agriculture

has never been in a worse state.

436 WOMAN  OPENING  NUTSHELLS Since 1972 there hasn't been enough rain in

sub-Saharan Africa.  So farmers face unpredict-

able harvests as well as the continued collapse

of world prices°  The one-crop system exhausts

the soil, the drought is severe, and the land

is turning to desert.
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The inequities that prevail in the world

imperil development.

61 MAN CHOPPING TREE Today, ignorance, poverty and squalor are

widespread in all the former colonies of

Africa°  The newly independent nations are

aware of the harm done by the reliance on a

single cropÿ they want change.  But for the

disadvantaged masses, there has been no

improvement.

The woman still does the hard work, carrying

her youngest child on her back as she goes

about her chores.  The older children trail

along behind°

5O8 M/S HENS AND CHICKENS Her husband will eat when he feels like it.

Right now hers busy repairing the fence aroÿ

their plot. The heat becomes less oppressive

at sunset°

529 CHILD CRYING The mother teaches her daughters to do the

washing, and use the pestleÿ for the drudgery

of pounding the grain to make couscous --

the main dish of the region.

.o®
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At home the little girls prepare themselves

to face their future roles as married women,

and as members of the community.  From dawn

to dusk the women work without respite.  Their

energy and strength sapped by numbing tasks.

They become resigned to a fate from which they

see no escape.

Women's lives must be made better.  Pumps for

running water would ease their burden, house-

hold implements like grinders and shellers

would speed up the chores, so that after a

hard day's work, they could at least enjoy the

evening.

58h WOMAN AT WELL WASHING GRAIN It is the children who suffer when women must

work so long and hard.  Often the evening meal

is not ready until long after the children have

gone to sleep. Soon night will fall, leaving

everyone to dream of a better tomorrow.

628 MADAME  MARIE  THERESE  BASSE
ON CAMERA

(VOICE OVER)ÿINTERPRETATION)

"I'm a medical doctor, and right now I am the
Director of the Food Technology Institute in
Dakar."

ooo



NARRATOR

Madame Bssse is a mother.  She has worked

for the World Health Organization, and for

FAO.

6hh PARENT AND CHILDREN IN
CLINIC

[VeICE 0VER_ÿ_ÿINTEEPRETAT I 0N )

"Madame Basse, many poor, anxious people

come for help to the only doctor in the area.

In this region  where endemic diseases still

persist, there is only one doctor for 200,0

people.  What can he do for them?"

MADAME BASSE
ON CAMERA

(VOICE 0VER[_ÿINTERPBETATION[

"What can one doctor do?  I think one doctor
per I0,000 population would not be enoughÿ
but for 200,000 one doctor can do nothing,
nothing at all.  There isn't enough time to
examine every patient properly.  So he ends
up treating only the worst cases.

666 CHILD WITH  HEAD  BANDAGED NARRATOR

The important thing right now is to improve

the living conditions of the people°  We need

to budget for preventive medicine.  Every

government should promote a primary health

care system with the hGlp of the international

organizations, so that this valuable resource --

the people's health -- can be maintained.
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Life expectancy here is the lowest in the

world: 42 years.  Half the children die before

they are five.  While money is spent on prestige

projects, millions of human beings die of hunger

in the Third World every year.  We are not

talking about charity or "development aid".  We

demand reparation for centuries of exploitation.

691 YOUNG GIRL CRYING (VOICE OVER) (INTERPRETATION OF MADAME BASSE)

"Aid is perhaps a diplomatic term.  In reality,

Europe owes a massive debt to Africa.  The

colonial masters depopulated Africa by shipping

out slaves.  Today people are no longer the

exports.  Now it's raw materials that are shipped

overseas.  And manufactured goods are imported

at exorbitant prices, causing a further loss

to Africa.  That is why the Third World is now

calling for a new international economic order°

And not Just economic; new politicalÿ new social

and new cultural orders as well.  Anyone can see

that the present system is of no benefit to the

Third World.  Those who oppose such a change are

those who were always favored and, now, stand

to lose.

®o®
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725 BABY IN MOTHER' S ARMS NARRATOR

Most of the international aid comes irregularly?

which makes it much less effective than it could

be.  Babies brought into the world bytraditional

midwives, into a vicious circle of poverty and

deprivation.  What can they hope for from an

organization like the United Nations?

737
(VOICE OVER) (INTERPRETATION OF MADAME BASSE)

"When we look at the results for the last tÿ

decades we can"t help being disappointed.  I

think that if we want to change all this,

governments will have to assume their

responsibilities fully°  Resources have not

been lacking°  There has been aid; there

has been financing.  But what I think has been

lacking is education, or raising the conscious-

ness Of the people.  I den't see how the UD:'ed

Nations can do that, even with the best of

intentions.  That's the governments' Job."I

759 TRPÿE NARRATOR

There are other factors as well: malnutrition,

economic backwardnessÿ the population explosion.

These are problems that the industrialised world

overeÿe long ago°  Cholera, typhus and other

dreaded diseases have been completely eradicated

in the so-called 1ÿadvanced'ÿ countries°  Yet
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those who have the greatest wealth and the

highest standard of living selfishly refuse

to make any sacrifices or to make the commit-

ments needed to solve mankind's problems.

777 MOTHER AND CHILD IN HOUSE Listen to some of the victims:

VOICE OVER) ÿINTERPRETATION)

"How can I rest?ÿ'

"Early every morning I get up, go to the well

for water, gather wood for the fire ÿ cook the

meal, sweep the house, do the washing o • o"

"There's no rest for us.

"We have no running water, no pumps, no

electricity.  Our life is drawing water from

the well, carrying it ÿ putting it down."

"Never any rest."

"Work, work ÿ only work, from before daÿn till

sunset."

NARRATOR

What do the victims want?

(VOICE OVER) (Im   ATION)

"The vitamins that our children needÿ"

/ÿoe
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806 PAPER  BAGS  OF  GRAIN NARRATOR

Stunted growth leaves the children vulnerable

to disease°  When there is no rain we must help

the children of the savanna -- with food rich

in protein°  Wheat flour is essential.  The

whole world must realize that these children,

these neglected little ones, are its future.

829 MAN WORKING IN FIELD What do the victims want?

The problem is water.  The forecasts for

agriculture are alarming.  Rice isn't grown

any more -- there's no water. We must plant

hardyÿ drought resistant crops°

857

MAN  TURNING  0NMACHINE

CU OF FRUIT TREE

We need irrigation works:  Deep wells with

diesel pumps would provide off-season Jobs,

slowing the flight to the cities°  Depopulation

of the countryside is the greatest obstacle

to our countriesÿ economic and social development.

Given some technical assistance, community

farming of large areas, and cooperative

plantations, could generate cash income and

improve the diets of adults and children.

Crops should be diversified°  The poor nations

are large importers of basic necessities.  Any

aid intended to alleviate human suffering is

welcome°

®Qo
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Africa must become self-sufficient in food.

Planting trees for fruit and firewood would

also help to hold the desert back.

877 SCHOOL ROOM SCENE Adina dal togul  'ÿThe world is on the move"

Dexoÿy__bawan la "Like a river that flows°"

These women are learning.

A makeshift school, for adult illiterates°

But education is a privilege available only

in the city.  People in rural areas aren't

so fortunate.  Steps are being taken to

introduce basic schooling.  As this woman

has written.  Janÿ du wees, itus never too late

to learn.

Malnutrition is due as much to the ignorance

of mothers, as it is to social and economic

conditions.  They are learning that most of

their children's illnesses can be prevented

or at least kept from becoming serious if they

obey certain rules: hygiene in the home,

personal cleanliness, clean food, vaccinations,

regular checkups, and weighing.

Every person must have an equal chance to achieve

his or her full potential, that's a basic right.

.oo



920 MAN UNDER TREE

928

961 CLOSING TITLES

VILLAGE SCENE

(VOICE OVER) ÿINTERPRETATION[

'tWe grow a little tobacco, Just to keep busy.

Doing this helps us forget our daily caresÿ

because again this year, it hasn't rainedoÿ'

NARRATOR

The drought of 1980 was the worst suffered by

sub-Saharan Africa in half a century.  Production

for the year fell by 80 percent°  This should

not Just be noted and filed awayÿ for it atÿ  ts

to the failure of development policies°  Stop

telling us that too much has been done for the

people of the Third World°  Higher oil prices

are taking more than half of our countriesÿ

export earnings°  This amounts to a death

sentence for many, because our governments

have such scant resources°

The international organizations, the multi-

nationals and other donors should sponsor

social projects which would benefit the

poor masses of the worldÿ to break the

vicious circle of extreme poverty and

underdevelopmento

970    LAST FRAME


